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esc Consulting is a partnership between Rikki 
Pieters and Valerie Bares. We have designed  a 
consultancy providing environmental, sustainability 
and community services for land developers, 
placemakers and community organisations. 

What do we believe in? 

Quality – Pragmatism – Collaboration – Ethics 

We deliver quality. We take the time to research your 
project thoroughly and provide documentation which 
is complete and consistent. 

We believe the best solutions to any problem are 
worked through between all participants in a project 
and that great results are based on team work and 
collaboration. Because of this, we are committed to 
working openly and in cooperation with all project 
stakeholders to ensure the quickest path to a ‘best-for
-project’ result. 

We aim to reduce rework, avoid surprises and 
minimise delays to achieve project completion in the 
shortest time possible.  

Capability Statement 

We also understand budget and time constraints. 
That’s why we remain realistic of the outcomes to be 
achieved for a client. It’s part and parcel of our work 
that we stay informed of the policies and regulations 
which dictate how and when things are done, on 
both the environmental and planning front.  

Although we are a team of two, we are able to 
handle large projects using our alliance network.  
We have a team of associated consultants who can 
help us with either specialised skills (e.g. marine 
ecology) or additional resources (e.g. for field work 
across a large site). And we have the project 
management skills to task and control a large team.  
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We have the ecological and planning skills required to 
undertake all field activities and prepare all ecological 
reports and management plans necessary for a land 
development project: 

· Due diligence investigations (desktop study) to 
highlight potential project risks 

· Field surveys (tree tagging, flora and fauna 
identification, habitat analysis, ground-truthing) 

· Government database searches and interrogation 
(DEHP, DNRM, SARA, SPP, EPBC) 

· Preparation of environmental approval reports, 
ecological assessments and vegetation 
management / offset plans and all associated 
correspondence, and technical / administrative 
activities as required for the delivery of project 
outcomes 

· GIS digital mapping 

· Preparation of code responses and 
environmental permit applications as per 
Planning Scheme requirements and State 
Government Integrated Development 
Assessment System framework 

· Project management and coordination of 
contractors in the delivery of rehabilitation 
works 

· Monitoring and certification inspections 

Do you have a tricky site? Looking for advice on 
what can be done with it? We will work with you to 
develop innovative solutions to maximize the 
natural assets on your site to become a 
differentiator for your project. 
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Valerie’s passion is sustainability. After 12 months as 
the National Manager for EnviroDevelopmentTM, the 
sustainability rating tool developed by the Urban 
Development Institute of Australia (Qld) (UDIA), 
Valerie can prepare a quality submission which will 
achieve minimal delays for those developers wishing 
to obtain certification. 

Valerie is also committed to helping developers who 
would like to build a sustainable project but don't 
know where to start. Valerie can advise property 
developers wishing to embark on their first 
sustainable project and guide them through the 
National EnviroDevelopmentTM Technical Standards.   

The performance based criteria specified in the 
Standards allows each project to determine the 
most effective and innovative way to achieve 
certification without being bound by prescriptive 
regulations. The Standards also take a whole-of-site 
and whole-of-life perspective which ensure that 
certification against this tool will truly achieve a 
sustainable  development project. 
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esc Consulting also has a strong commitment to work 
with organisations that promote and develop 
inclusive communities. 

With 15 years experience in the social and affordable 
housing sector, Rikki can assist community 
organisations with compliance analysis, quality 
assurance, organisational development, policy, 
planning and project management.  

esc Consulting can help you with: 

· Social planning and community development 

· Building organisational capacity 

· Grant submissions 

· Place-making  

· Research 

· Community and stakeholder engagement 

· Policy and program development 

· Developing and implementing strategy and 
programs 

· Facilitating workshops 

· Undertaking evaluation and reviews. 

Most recently Rikki has coordinated the delivery of 
'Our Common Spaces' project and has secured 
substantial grants and a partnership with TAFE 
Queensland Brisbane to implement a number of key 
place-making projects at Brisbane Common 
Ground. 
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Rikki Pieters is an Environmental Planner with project 
skills in environmental assessment, ecological 
reporting and the preparation of vegetation, 
rehabilitation and fauna management plans. Rikki is a 
competent and collaborative practitioner with a 
comprehensive understanding of the multi-tiered 
legislative framework which regulates environmental 
management issues within Queensland, including the 
Vegetation Management Act 1999 (QLD), the Nature 
Conservation Act 1992 (QLD), the Environmental 
Offsets Act 2014 (Qld) and the Environment 
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 
(Cwth).  

Rikki has coordinated tender contracts and has 
project managed the environmental scope of works 
for a variety of small, medium and large scale 
developments including a sensitive intertidal 
restoration project on the Coomera River. Rikki has 
also worked on a number of koala-sensitive projects 
and has prepared offset advice for large subdivisions 
located in Redlands and Ipswich City locales.  

More about us 

Valerie Bares is a qualified Environmental Manager 
with a broad range of skills and experiences. With a 
passion for sustainability, she was appointed as the 
National EnviroDevelopment Manager at the UDIA 
(Qld), responsible for managing all aspects of the 
program including project certifications, business 
development, events, memberships and 
communications. 

At PLACE Design Group, Valerie worked on a 
number of property development projects across 
Queensland, ranging from small to very large 
subdivisions, tourism resorts, industrial sites and 
mines. Her clients included Mirvac, Sunland, QM 
Properties, and VillaWorld. Valerie prepared referrals 
under the Commonwealth legislation, as well as 
responding to State Regulatory provisions for 
Koalas and Coastal Management. 

Prior to PLACE Design Group, Valerie worked on the 
Aberdeen Bypass Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) in Scotland. Initially recruited as Project 
Manager to coordinate the activities of the multi-
disciplinary environment team, Valerie also 
contributed to the writing of the EIS. 


